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In 2000, the Tomb Raider
based story “The Evil
House” was released!
From that story, the story
evolved into a series
which stands tall and
proud till today, but how
did it all begin! Read on,
as we get inside information from Katie herself
about how this award
winning fiction evolved.

In the sumI can say that I never had anyone mer of 2000, Katie Flemming
released her
discourage me from writing, it
own story based was always the other way around!
on Lara’s adventures. Ever
since, it has
become a growing series of stories with a fan base of all ages from under
10 to over 60 which has been growing everyday. Today, her stories carry the
proud Award of Core Design’s Fan Fiction Competition. An award winning
fan fiction, and hugely popular series, Katie’s stories are surely a must for
reading.
It all began when Katie was on a 20 hour long drive with her family, and
she somehow wanted to take Lara with her. So she came up with the idea
of writing a story! She wrote her first story entitled “The Evil House “which
turned out to be a great success. A former PR Manager at Core Design, took
notice of this aspiring talent and was very interested in her stories. According to Katie herself, he has read everyone one of them. But when Katie began writing her first story, she had no plans for future stories, but when it
caught the attention of the Tomb Raider team, she was encouraged to continue, and which she did.
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She eventually won the award for the best fan fiction in the Fan
Fiction Competition of Core Design with "Sweat, Strength, and Determination" . Now, being an award winner, her stories dragged in

to get my stories out there
“ It didn'tandtakemytoofanlong
base has really grown.

“

more and more fame. At a later date, she was invited as an author
in the first of Tales of Lara Croft, in which her story, “Search for
Delphi”, was published in. Later on in December 2006, she was interviewed by Turner Broadcasting for a documentary based
around Tomb Raider which was released with Anniversary.
And now little from Katie herself:
“I can say that I never had anyone discourage me from writing, it
was always the other way around! It didn't take too long to get my
stories out there
and my fan base has really grown. I have fans who are younger
than 10
reading them to people in their 60's! That's one big thing I love
about
Tomb Raider: there's such a huge fan base so it really covers all
ages.”
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You too can get yourself Katie’s stories from her website: http://
tombraiders.net/katie/MyTombRaiderStories.html and get into the action!
Here’s a brief synopsis about her latest release, Perilous Paradise!

For thousands of years, myths and legends have captivated the minds
of explorers and the curious, but to this day, no one has ever discovered the truth about the Hanging Gardens of Babylon. Lara is convinced they exist. After travelling to Iraq, the present-day location of
the ancient city, Lara must scrutinize every inch of the desert landscape if she hopes to prove the Gardens' existence. What seems an
innocent search turns into a wild chase for the truth. Will Lara's adventure lead to a perfect utopian world, or will the Gardens' beauty
be a fictitious shield of a perilous paradise?

